SPONSOR PROSPECTUS
Why Sponsor Reactive Summit?

On November 10, 2020, Reactive Summit returns with a one-day virtual format. Reactive Summit is where innovators go to learn and collaborate on the latest Reactive patterns and projects for building distributed systems using Reactive programming, Reactive systems, Reactive Streams, event-sourcing, stateful serverless, streaming machine learning, and more. Since its inception in 2016, Reactive Summit has generated 1.5 million minutes of online video replay, reinforcing the desire of our cutting-edge community for access to expert insight.

“There are a lot of paradigm shifts in the industry right now. Reactive Summit is at the forefront.”

“Really strong technical content. Not a lot of vendor spiel.”

Past Sponsors

IBM, accenture, YOPPWORKS, CompuGain, Disney, streaming services, knóldus, redhat, MESOSPHERE, REDELASTIC, scalac, VIRTUSLAB, chic geek, DZone, InfoQ, ITAC, ACTI, real, WOMEN WHO CODE, QUEER TECH MTL.
If you want to stay on top, you should be here.

We want to catch technologies right when they mature.

If you are building highly scalable systems, this is the conference you SHOULD attend.